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This essential resource for little girls and their parents features 50 fun styles to wear to school,
parties, and playdates. From a Minnie Mouse bun for a themed party to a French braid
perfect for trampolining with friends, Braids & Buns, Ponies & Pigtails includes all the details
parents need to create pretty styles any little girl will like. This comprehensive guidebook also
contains tips for junior locks care and guidance on components such as for example clips and
ribbons. Each design is accompanied by chic photography, easy-to-follow illustrations, and
cross-references to other comparable styles to try.
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Easy to follow Bought for a 11 year old and she really enjoy's the book. Girl picks out a new
hairstyle every day! If offering as a gift make sure you buy lots of bobby pins and little rubber
bands to go along with it... Five Stars Great book, easy designs. Bought this for my 6-year-old
daughter, along with a hairstyling doll head. She enjoys it, and learned how to make a normal
braid on day one. Great easy reserve to use for braids Great book with fantastic picture
guide to each design. Easy to read and learn This is an excellent book. Easy to read
instructions with illustrations. Very happy This is a perfect book for a little girl who is interested
in the world of hair.This is an excellent book for adults who are inexperienced with hair (like me)
and children who are just learning. Awesome book! Bought this for my 6-year-old daughter,
plus a ..borrowed this book from the library liked this therefore much We bought our very own
copy Five Stars Great book. Book doesn't stay open up by itself I must say i liked the book hair
styles but it doesn't open and lay flat! Plenty of possibilities befitting elementary aged young
ladies. Gives pictures for most of hairstyles and designs are not too hard to check out. Got this
for my daughter and she loves it! Hair styles are rated as easy to challenging, also telling
which kind of hair will work best.. Very clear instructions. How is somebody likely to follow the
step-by-step instructions if they can't keep carefully the book open while having hair within
their hands. Poor style of the cover, otherwise it's an excellent find.
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